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Abstract 

     Exhaust after treatment technology based on a reductant (urea) injection into the silencer, has 
been set up to be a very efficient tool to reduce the emission of the Engines especially NOx. The 
reductant is stored in a tank positioned on the truck chassis.  
The reductant tank volume of today is required to be increased to meet the requirements of the 
market and that is motivated by Euro VI regulations which aim to a higher reduction of the 
emission of the NOx of the trucks.  
In this thesis the installation of dual reductant (Adblue) tanks on the truck chassis has been 
successfully setup. A proper method to transfer reductant from secondary to primary tank including 
a method to monitor the volume levels inside both tanks has been developed. Moreover, the 
installation of dual tanks deals with a liquid with a corrosive nature together with a truck that works 
in both cold and hot conditions, therefore there is a big challenge to come up with a concept robust 
enough. Also previous work in this area has been investigated to avoid the weaknesses for a 
developed solution. An air operated double diaphragm pump has been selected to transfer the 
reductant and an electromagnetic level sensor CAN-based type to monitor the reductant inside the 
tanks. Two concepts has been created, first is to flush the system after every transferring process 
and second is to warm up the pump. An implemented solution by a prototype has been validated by 
experimental results ended by final conclusion.  

Keywords: 
AdBlue, SCR, CATIA V5, Dual tanks, Electromagnetic sensor, Pneumatic pump  
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1.Notation 

A         Area 
         Angle of inclination 
         Number of parameters 

F         Force 
g         Acceleration of gravity 
m        Mass 

        Mass flow rate 
P         Pressure  
         Density 

Q        Volumetric flow rate 
r          Radius 
         Specific weight 

T        Temperature   
t         Time 
v         Velocity 
V        Volume  
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Abbreviations 

ABBREVIATION        DESCRIPTION  

 AOP                               Air operated Pump 
 AODD                           Air operated Double diaphragm 
 CAN                              Controller Area Network 
 ECU                               Engine control unit   
 NOx                               Oxides of nitrogen 
 SCR                               Selective catalytic reduction 
 EGR                              Exhaust gas recirculation 
 ID                                  Inner diameter  
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2. Introduction 

      2.1 Background 

An important part of the exhaust after treatment is the SCR system.  The SCR system looks to 
reduce the level of nitrogen oxides by injecting reductant (AdBlue, DEF, and Arla32) into the 
exhaust stream. The reductant reacts with nitrogen oxides and converts them to water, carbon 
dioxide and nitrogen, and thus ensures environmental impact is reduced.  
The SCR system consists of a container/tank for storing of the reductant, pump and hoses to lead 
the reductant to a metering device which in turn injects fluid into the exhaust stream. The level of 
reductant inside the tank and the dosage of the pump are controlled at all time by a specific control 
unit that is installed in the chassis.  
The reduction of nitrogen oxides is statutory and must be met for truck manufacturers to be able to 
sell their vehicles.  

If the truck runs out of reductant, the reduction of NOx cannot occur and consequently the 
emission standard is not met. This will lead to an error code set by the control unit and will reduce 
the torque of the truck and limit the maximum speed drastically until reductant is refilled. 
Depending on segment, whether it be construction, distribution, and long haulage et cetera, 
different tank volumes are required. For some truck drivers, not being forced to stop when 
travelling longer distances is of a great advantage. Scania currently offers reductant tanks covering 
certain volumes of diesel, so in order to satisfy the demand of certain customers that volume needs 
to be increased. 

     2.2 Delimitation 

Since one issue that have been focused on in this thesis is the 68 liter tank due to its size and 
composition, and also due to it is being the latest tank that Scania currently offering to its 
customers. Later, one can apply the results out of this thesis after modification to fit other tanks 
with different volumes and positions on the truck chassis.  

      2.3 The Aim  

The main aim of this thesis is to increase the total volume of the reductant volume by installing 
an extra tank on the truck chassis. The concept includes the issue of transferring the reductant 
between the two tanks and to monitor the reductant level inside the two tanks as well. Without 
affecting the current solution for level monitoring inside the main tank.  
Therefore, the main issues in this thesis have been shown as the following: 

2.3.1 Main Aim 

How to transfer reductant from two tanks  
How to monitor the level inside both tanks 
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2.3.2 Secondary Aim 

Where to place the second tank on the truck chassis? 

2.3.3 Requirements 

The Solution also must keep the following criteria: 

Robustness - a minimum of service 
Cost - Cheap, not requiring any large investments such as tooling et cetera 
Easy Maintenance - few components, easy to handle 

    2.4 Methodology  

    Through the whole work in this thesis, sustainability principles were taken in consideration [1] 
by developing and analyzing the methods and the previous work carried out in this area to satisfy 
the following demands: 

Transferring reductant between two tanks and without any command from the driver by 
making the transferring process automatically, working in a robust and cost-wise way with 
taking into account the maintenance intervals.  
Measuring the level in both tanks in accurate way.  
Smartly placing the second tank on the truck chassis.  

Then the next chapters will be covering the main issues including literature research, solution 
implementation, Prototype with experimental work, discussion and conclusion.  

      2.5 Historical Review 

European Union introduced first emission standards for motor vehicles in 1992 starting from 
Euro1 till Euro 6. That is to reduce the harmful emission and particularly NOx, HC and PM for 
cleaner environment. Accordingly, trucks manufacturers based the exhaust after-treatment 
technologies such Exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) and Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) [2], to 
control the exhaust emissions to meet these standards. In SCR the dosing of urea into exhaust 
silencer has been proved to reduce the NOx emission. Currently, there is only one reductant storage 
tank that is used in SCR technology that covers certain mileage based on the volume of the tank.  

2.5.1 SCR System  

The SCR system is one of the most efficient technologies in exhaust after treatment that is in 
use today in order to reduce the exhaust emission produced from internal combustion engines. Urea 
solution (AdBlue) is the main component of this system which is injected into exhaust system via 
dosing unit. The decomposition of this liquid converts NOx into nitrogen and water. Running out 
of reductant will stop the SCR system which in turn will pollute the environment with emissions 
including NOx. 
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Figure 2.1 Working principle of common exhaust after treatment technology SCR [3].

2.5.2 Reductant Chemical Composition  

Reductant (AdBlue) is a liquid consists of approximately 32.5% urea in 67.5% pure water in 
addition to other chemical additives which give this solution the PH to reach to 9.5 to 9.8. That 
chemical composition gives this solution a corrosive nature since it is a slightly alkaline chemical.  

2.5.2.1 Materials Compatibility 

The recommended materials to tolerate this reductant (ASME B31.3), [4], [5], and [6] can be 
categorized to the following:  

 2.5.2.1.1 Metallic Materials  

Austenitic stainless steel 316,  316L  
Duplex Stainless Steels 

2.5.2.1.2 Non Metallic Materials 

Teflon considered PTFE (best material for the long service life in hot conditions only) 
EPDM (Ethylene propylene diene monomer) 
Polyethylene. 
Polypropylene. 
PVDF 
PVC (Poly vinyl chloride) 
Viton (fluoropolymer elastomer)  

2.5.3 Regulations of Emission Reduction 

EU regulations in regarding to ambient air quality for cleaner air have been generally applied 
on motor vehicles [7]. Certain time is allowed for cold start engine to run without reductant dosing 
in addition to cold climate consideration such as freezing and thawing. Euro 5 standards aimed to 
reduce the emission of particulate matter (PM) from diesel vehicles from 25mg/km to 5mg/km. 
Lately, Euro 6 is mainly aiming to reduce the emissions of NOx from diesel vehicles from 
180mg/km to 80mg/km [7, Appendix table 1]. The vehicle must not run without emission 
reduction, therefore, legalization prohibited running the engine without reductant dosing to avoid 
pollution as shown in table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1 EU Emission Standards for Heavy-Duty Diesel Engines: Steady-State Testing [7] 

2.5.4 Reductant Consumption in Euro 6 

As any other consumption rate, reductant depends on specific factors (e.g., fuel consumption) 
that related to the load on the engine. Reductant consumption of Scania’s Euro 6 engines with 
using SCR only without EGR is limited to around 6% of diesel consumption. That is related to fuel 
savings in Scania G- and R-series trucks long-haulage are up to 8% with the second-generation 
Euro 6 engines [8]. 

2.5.5 Reductant Physical Properties 

Freezing point  -11 °C
Thermal conductivity  0.570 W/m·K at 25°C 
Viscosity approx 1.4 mPa·s at 25 °C 
Surface tension min. 65 mN/m at 20 °C 

Figure 2.3 AdBlue density vs. temperature [9]. 

Stage  CO 
g/kWh

HC 
g/kWh

NOx
g/kWh

PM 
g/kWh

Euro I 4.5 1.1 8.0 0.36
Euro II 4.0 1.1 7.0 0.25
Euro III 1.5 0.25 2.0 0.02
Euro IV 1.5 0.46 3.5 0.02
Euro V 1.5 0.46 2.0 0.02
Euro VI 1.5 0.13 0.4 0.01
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3. Viable Concepts and Previous Installations 

This chapter covers concepts and also already implemented solutions with dual reductant 
tanks. A list of pros and cons has been made for each solution and this gives the base on which 
direction the thesis takes.    

     3.1 Gravity Driven Transfer of Liquid Reductant  

A pipe used to connect the dual tanks located at the bottom of the tanks shown in figure 3.1  
This solution based on theory of parallel connected vessel which depending on atmospheric 
pressure beside the height of the liquid as a hydrostatic pressure [10]. This hydrostatic pressure 
based on the height of liquid is main key in this solution. The difference in hydrostatic pressure 
forced the liquid to transfer from secondary tank to primary. In case of consumption from the 
primary tank based on the dosing amount and duration and measured by g/min [Table 2 in 
appendix]. In this solution there are some limitations that will be shown in the previous work 
analysis section. 

            Figure 3.1 a) A pipe located at the bottom connecting both tanks. 

                Figure 3.1 b) dual Tanks in a connection by pipe at the bottom of the tanks. 

These configurations (Figure 3.1a&b) are restricted by conditions shown below. 

Screen filter  
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3.1.1 Geometrical Conditions 

     In the gravity driven case there are some conditions controlling both tanks which must be taken 
into account as the following: 

The secondary tank cannot be lower than the primary tank. 
The distance between both tanks is related to diameter of hoses and the height of the tanks. 
Hidden second tanks (horizontal type) cannot be installed with vertical primary tank.  

                        Figure 3.2 The Second tank next to the primary tank on truck chassis.

           

   

Figure 3.3 a) In series (side mounted).    b) Parallel to axles position (side mounted)

3.1.2 Advantages  

Cheap, due to few components which have been used, represented in connecting pipe and 
relative fitting which are in total considered as economical solution.   
Easy in installation, it need less time to install the all components.   
Low Maintenance 
Few components, since only connection pipe and its fitting only used.  

3.1.3 Disadvantages  

Usage of a pipe for connecting dual tanks from the bottom and depending on the weight of the 
liquid to transferring the reductant  facing some challenges which will be weak points in this 
solution as shown below: 

Air lock (air pocket) will be formed inside the connecting hoses causing stop to the flow, 
since this system depending on the difference in pressure of the liquid reductant height 

S  P 

 P S

S
P

PS
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inside the tanks with max hydrostatic pressure value 0.064 bar as in figure (3.5), which 
considered as low pressure value. This transferring system also need sufficient air volume 
replacing the amount of transferred liquid through the venting ports, such transferring way 
will form air pocket inside the connecting pipe causing stop in flow since the pressure 
produced by the head of the liquid is less than 0.1 bar.  
Venting port clogging. Any clogging at the venting ports (crystallization of reductant or 
dirt) will stop the flow the air cannot then replace the transferred reductant.   
Over flow problems In case of full tanks on the uphill or downhill it might be produced 
overflow with high inclination angel or at least causes the reductant to contaminate the 
venting ports. 
Flow stop on uphill or downhill figure 4.5, 4.6, traveling on inclined road with low volume 
in both tanks , especially uphill case and the primary tank installed before 
secondary tank. 
Difficulty to control the volume inside any of two different tanks size the flow 
continuously free due to connecting both tanks.   
The secondary tank needs to be entirely thawed to start flow from secondary tank to 
primary not only partially.   
Need for heating, the Connecting Pipe (Hose) need to be heating to prevent freezing during 
cold weather condition. 
Sedimentation (dirt trap) since the connecting pipe with fitting is located at the bottom of 
both tanks, any particles passes the screen filter with existing of bending parts (fitting) will 
be working as dirt trap since the pipe at the lower part of the tank [6; 11] see Figure 3.1 b.
which reduce the flow inside the pipe due the settling of particles inside the pipe see figure 
3.4.

Figure 3.4 The relationship between settling type, Concentration and flocculation 
nature of particles inside liquid [6].
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Figure 3.5 Hydrostatic pressures vs. temperature of 68l full tank.

      3.2 Using Electrical Pump with Dual Tanks 

An electrical pump to transfer the reductant from secondary to primary tank is a viable concept 
since most of today´s one tank installation is based on an electrical pump. In this pump the 
electrical current is the source of power to operate a dc motor connecting with rode ending with 
single diaphragm in reciprocating motion. The electrically operated diaphragm pumps include 
shaded pole, permanent magnet, permanent split capacitor, brushless motor. 
This type of electrical pump needs motor module for control it. It also may use over load switch to 
protect the motor parts from damage due to excessive heat. It works in specific operation 
temperature range. This pump needs heating system during cold weather to avoiding any freezing 
inside the pump during transferring reductant with low ambient temperature.  

    3.3 Electrical Powered Diaphragm Pump 

It is a type of positive displacement pump which is using electric current as a source of power 
and it has fixed characteristics as following: 

Constant instantaneous torque. 
The power is a function of current.  
The speed is directly proportional. 

3.3.1 Advantages  

There are several advantages due to its type of mechanism as shown below: 

The torque Constant 
Compact in size comparing with other types of pumps 
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The price is less than other pumps 
It needs less components than other pumps 
Easy to control it and control the flow rate  
Easy in  maintenance 
Long service life comparing with the other pumps depending on the application 
Economy in energy  consumption depending on application  
Easy to install to fit the available space 
Commonly used in SCR systems today 

3.3.2 Disadvantages  

Usage an electric pump to transfer the reductant will face the next challenges [12], which will be a 
converted to problems lead affecting the transferring process as shown below: 

Overheating
This is due to the resistive load excessive heat will be produced on the motor parts causing the 
motor winding insulation to lose its efficiency by the repeated overload (premature degradation 
of windings). This is a common cause to fail the insulation of the motor which will reduce the 
lifetime of the motor. That also may happen because the operating current (over-current) which 
connected to start up the motor is more than the optimum value of the motor. Overhea ting can 
happen because the suing of heating cycle in winter which maybe near from the motor body 
which causing the motor body absorbing heat from the surrounding. Inertia force due to 
acceleration or deceleration on the uphill and downhill will produce backpressure on pump 
motor. 

Clogging Issues 
This is the main problem causes motor damage quickly because of resistance on the moving 
parts which get stuck by such crystals since there is  a non using period of time might  reach to 
4 -10 days depending on the consumption rate  of the AdBlue. Repeatedly start with such 
resistance might cause electrical pump breakdown due to insulation failure leads to a 
repair/replace decision rather than an assessment of condition.   

Freezing Issues 
The pump will need a heating cycle because during winter it will transfer the reductant in a 
temperature reach to ca. -10 °C. 

Creeping Issues 
Since the reductant is corrosive material it can be easy to creep to the electrical connection of 
the motor which may cause non sufficient current to operate the motor and with existence of 
clogging at the discharge hose end it will be the direct cause to damage of the insulation of the 
motor. 

Corrosion Issues  
That is will happen because of the vibration since this motor is fixed to a moving truck and 
overtime the part that effected by corrosion will become the main reason of the vibration 
causing more corrosion.

The electric pump still can be considered as a good alternative, some crucial issues must be solved 
before it can be used, most importantly is clogging and freezing issues.  
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      3.4 Using Pressurized Tank  

To use a pressurized tank by using compressed air to increase the pressure inside the tank 
which will transfer the liquid by difference in pressure then the liquid will transfer from the 
secondary to primary. By using such amount of compressed air to force the liquid to move from the 
tank to the other tank 

3.4.1 Advantages   

Good solution for nonstop flow case to discharge liquid from non deformable tanks.  

3.4.2 Disadvantages   

The difficulty to control the amount of the compressed air inside the secondary tanks  
It needs a specific tank material which should not be flexible wall to avoid inflation due to 
compressed air. 
The using of the current tank will be a problem if it is stayed under pressure while no use. 
The difficulty to stop the flow.  

     3.5 Using Air Operated Diaphragm Pump 

It is a type of pneumatic pumps that use the compressed air as a source of power, and it is a 
positive displacement pump that can be used to transfer fluids even which with high viscosity. 
Design of this pump based on storing the power by making difference in pressures to inflate the 
diaphragm making suction or compression stroke. This pump also has some advantages.  

3.5.1 Advantages 

Robustness  
Capability of the pump to run dry 
Self-Priming  
Capability of the pump to run continuously for long time without damage 
Capability of the pump to transfer cold liquids without damage 
Capability of pump to transfer liquid containing grits and solids 
A safer method to transfer chemicals 
Efficiency of pneumatic pump reach to 98%
Lower maintenance comparing with other pumps 

3.5.2 Disadvantages 

The need to have compressed air source 
Still there is value for the noise comparing with electrical pump 
Initial cost is higher than electrical pump   

In the following chapter, previous related works including principles, difficulties and 
challenges will be covered theoretically. That is in addition to the theories explaining fluid flow 
and positive displacement pumps theory that will be used in the solution. 
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4. Theory  

     4.1 Hydrostatic Forces on Tank Plane Surface 

The center of gravity CG is the point inside the body or space where the weight of a body acts 
as if it were concentrated there [13]. The following figure showing the tank that filled with a liquid 
with specific weight . The bottom of the tank includes a flat part AB and an inclined part BC  

                                      Figure 4.1 Tank with inclined and flat bottom surfaces.

Hydrostatic pressure at horizontal surface AB  

        (4.1)

    (4.2)

The pressure on the surface AB and on surface BC are not the same since the pressure is not constant
on the surface BC as it is inclined and each point on this surface has a different height with respect 
to the surface of the liquid. 

Hydrostatic force acting on inclined surface BC  

     (4.3) 

In the previous integral h varies on the inclined surface for each surface element dA  

          (4.4)

hCG is the depth of the center of the inclined then Eq. 4.3 can be written as 

       (4.5)    

A B

C
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     4.2 Moving Tanks 

The moving reservoirs (tanks), which installed to the trucks, are facing two types of motion 
due to travelling on/off road, which are common for all types of the trucks. These motions divided 
into two main types, horizontal motion when the road is flat and inclined motion when the road is 
inclined. 

4.2.1 Horizontal Motion on Horizontal Road 

When the fluid masses inside the tank moves with constant acceleration a, horizontally on 
straight road, the liquid surface assume an angle  with the horizontal, the next figure shown the 
truck in horizontal motion with acceleration. 

The angle  can be determined for any value by considering a fluid particle of mass m on the 
surface. There is three forces acting on the mass particle on the surface which are the weight 
W=mg, inertia force REF=ma and the normal force N which is the perpendicular reaction at the 
surface [14; 15]. In fact these three forces are in equilibrium with their force polygon as shown 
below. 

          (4.6)

          (4.7)

           (4.8)

Figure 4.3 Moving tank with fluid in horizontal acceleration motion.

4.2.2 Inclined Motion on Inclined Road 

The mass of fluid accelerates on inclined surface with  from the horizontal figures (4.3, 4.5) will 
have the following components of inertia force for the vertical and horizontal respectively x=mah
and y=mav
From the force triangle figure (4.6) the following equations are obtained 

           (4.9)
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          (4.10)

                                                                                                                (4.11)

Where, cos  = ah and sin  = av then  

           (4.12)

           (4.13)

Where (+) sign for uphill case and (–) for downhill case 

                    Figure 4.4 Double tanks moving on inclined road a) uphill b) downhill. 

4.2.3 Worst Scenario 

Steep uphill and downhill roads has shown issues (figure 3.4) when the double tanks are 
connected by pipe at the bottom and with the transferring process reductant from secondary tank to 
primary tank when low volume inside both tanks figure (4.5). ). In this case the acceleration or the 
deceleration of the truck will cause inertia force which will stop the flow or make a backflow from 
first to second tank. This happens when the tank have a low volume of liquid. Another issue with 
steep inclines is when both tanks are full and this might causes overflow problems and blocking for 
venting ports. When the truck decelerate to overcome downhill, then the inertia force due to 
inclination angle as shown in equation 4.10, will force the liquid to transfer from second to first 
tank as shown in figure 3.3 and 4.4 shows the installation of two tanks on the truck where the 
second tank (green) comes after the first tank (blue). 

Figure 4.5 Both tanks have 20% volume during moving.

a b

20% Second tank  20% First tank  
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Figure 4.6 Moving tanks with fluid in inclined acceleration motion.

      4.3 Gravity Driven Liquid in Pipes 

In case of liquid driven by gravity in the pipe, the air will partially exist inside the system side 
by side with the liquid where the liquid is replacing the air in the pipe [10]. If the head of the tank 
is not high, then it will produce low pressure which will force the liquid to move and pass through
the cross section as shown in figure 4.7. 
Due to the low pressure inside the pipe, force the air to leave and replace it, air pocket will be 
formed inside the pipe and leading the flow to be stopped as shown in Figure 4.6. 
The limitation of this system is the difficulty to determine the stop point of the flow.  

Figure 4.7 Liquid flows in a straight inclined pipe partially filled with air and gravity acts 
downward [10]. 
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The energy equation of this system will be separated for each pipe segment containing liquid since 
we have peaks and valleys. 

       (4.14)

Where  refers to the elevation change from the top to the bottom of the pipe, La is the length of 
the pipe,  is the static pressure at the outlet of the segment (a) of the pipe. (Figure 4.8) 

Figure 4.8 Liquid flows in a wavy inclined pipe left) after air pocket formation. Right) before   
 air pocket formation, liquid (water) appears dark and air appears lighter [10].

         
Figure 4.9 Hydrostatic pressures vs. liquid height inside different reductant tanks.
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4.4 The Material Derivative 

When a fluid particle is moving along its path line as shown in Fig. 4.10, the particle's velocity 
(VA) is a function of its location and the time[14; 15].  

VA = V A (rA, t) = VA [XA (t), yA (t), zA (t), t]        (4.15)

Figure 4.10 Particle A velocity and position at time t [14].

    4.5 Derivation of the Continuity Equation

The law of the conservation of mass for a system can be defined as time rate of change of the 
system mass is equal to zero. 
Time rate change of the system mass = 0, where Msys is the mass of the system [14; 15]  

= 0            (4.16)

This also can be generally expressed as the system mass is equal to the sum of all the density-
volume element of the contents of the system. 

            (4.17)

And the integration is over the volume of the system. The system mass is equal to the sum of all the 
density-volume element products for the contents of the system.  

When the system with a nondeforming control volume, and fixed, that are coincident at an instant 
of time, and by combining the equation in a relation to the Reynolds transport theorem then the 
equation will be: 

       (4.18)

In other words it can be expressed as following  
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Where the net rate of mass flow through the control surface is 

dA

And the time rate of change of the mass of the contents of the control volume is  

When a flow is steady properties at any specified point in case the density remains constant with 
time and the time rate of change of the mass of the contents of the control volume is zero. That is,  

 = 0 

And the mass flowrate integral represents the product of the component of velocity V,
perpendicular to the small portion of control surface and the differential area, dA.[14] Thus, 

 is the volume flow rate through dA and  is the mass flowrate through dA. As 
shown in figure 4.11. The product of  is "+" and "-" when the flow is out and into respectively. 
When all of the differential quantities  are summed over the entire control surface, as 
following dA

Figure 4.11 Control surface case [14].

 And the result is the net mass flowrate through the control surface, or as following: 

        (4.19)
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Where,   is the mass flowrate (kg/s).  In equation 4.19 the integral is positive which means the net 
flow is out of the control volume. In contrast, it is negative if the net flow is into the control 
volume [14], [15]. 
So, the control volume expression of the conservation of mass i.e. continuity equation, by acting 
the following conditions [14; 15]:  

Fixed. 
Non-deforming control volume.

And represent by the following equation 

       (4.20) 

So to conserve mass, the time rate of change of the mass of the contents of the control volume plus 
the net rate of mass flow through the control surface must equal zero[13],[14],[15]. 

When a section of control surface having area A then the mass flow rate can be expressed by,

           (4.21)

Where  is fluid density, volume flow rate is Q, and the component of fluid velocity perpendicular 
to area cross section A is V, then the mass flow rate will be 

           (4.22) 

     4.6 Ventilation for a Tank 

When a tank is filled with the reductant through a discharge fitting( second tank), and in case 
of conservation of mass unsteady flow, the rate of flow from the discharge end (elbow) and the 
flow is steady. The tank volume should be calculated to be able to estimate time rate of change of 
the height of the liquid h/ t in the tank that is being filled (primary tank) at any moment.

When the control volume is non-deforming [13], [14] and fixed (Figure 4.12), the liquid that is 
discharged in the tank with amount of air, this amount of reductant will replace the air inside the 
tank. The two integrals in equation 4.23 are the total amount of the air and the water inside the 
control volume, and the sum of the first two terms is represent the  time rate of change of the mass 
within the control volume 

air dVair +  reductant dV reductant reductant  +++++++++++++++ air=0              (4.23) 

Then by applying the following equation to the mass of the air only and the mass of the liquid 
individually since in the control volume the time rate of change of the mass of air must be equal to 
the rate of air mass flow out (out breathing) of the control volume as shown below  
Where, dm= dV
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air dVair + air  =0                                                                    (4.24)

And the volume of the liquid in the control volume can be obtained from the following 
equation 

reductant dVreductant = reductant               (4.25)

And the volume of the reductant in the control volume given by  

reductant dVreductant = reductant [area of the tank*h) + (Height of the tank –h) AJ ]    (4.26)

                        

Where,  h is the height of the reductant inside the tank, AJ is the cross- sectional area of the 
reductant flowing through elbow into the tank, and    
By combining the 4.25 and 3.26 it gives: 

reductant(area of the tank- AJ) == reductant  and since 
Then, the change in the height of the liquid reductant due to filling (transferring) process will be:  

 =

Figure 4.12 a Non-deforming control volume. [14]. 

4.7 Properties of the Flow  

Differential of the flow, we have  represent some properties of the flow which needed to know 
for to transfer from secondary tank to primary tank for example the velocity temperatures and 
density, also this  working as function of time t and the spatial coordinates x, y, z with the total 
derivative of  with respect to t [17] is given by as following:  

        (4.27)
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Where wx, wy, wz are the velocity component  
The total rate of change of is denoted by     and it is non-substantive derivative  

=         (4.28)

Where the  are the velocity of the fluid. This is known as differential following the flow  
For incompressible flow the density is constant and have the final equation which can be formed 
as the following  

        (4.29)

Thus, for incompressible flow the net rate of expansion is zero also applied on unsteady flow  
Here in equation * the velocity component may change with time   
The equation of motion here is:

= (4.30)

          (4.31)

Where  is the component of the gravitational acceleration acting in the positive direction of x-
direction where Bx and Sx is related to the body force and surface force which is due to the relative 
motion of the fluid acting on the fluid elements in the positive x-direction  
And may assume that the gravity is the only body force is due to gravity.
When concept of conservation of mass (the continuity equation) can be used in conjunction with 
the Bernoulli equation where the fluid has constant density incompressible flow between any two 
points on a streamline Bernoulli equation [13],[14],[15] can be applied as the following:  

        (4.32)

And when we have conservation of mass that means the inflow rate must be equa l to outflow 
rate[17],[18] i.e. , and  where volume flowrate Q = VA where V and A is the 
velocity and the cross section area respectively[14]. When the density remains constant, so due to 
continuity equation Q1 = Q2 where A1V1 = A2V2 as shown in next figure 

Figure 4.13 Flow through a piston with open port for Steady flow into and out of a volume [14] 
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4.7.1 Positive Displacement Pumps 

In such pumps it fit the viscous liquids, by producing a pulsating or periodic flow [16] by using 
different geometry of the cavity part in suction side or discharge side to capable to deliver such 
type of viscous liquids regardless the viscosity of the liquid[16].  

4.7.2 Reciprocating Pump  

   This type of pump working  in reciprocating motion to providing continuous  flow it have 
different type of configurations one of these is the position reciprocating pump or diaphragm 
pump[16],[17]. It works based on the following mechanism: 

Figure 4.14 Shows a type of reciprocating pump mechanism [16]. 

The power output from such pump it can be formed by applying Bernoulli equation as following 

For total suction Head [16; 17] 

Hs= (           (4.33)

For the total discharge Head 

Hd= ( Zd           (4.34)

For total delivery Head 

H=Hs+Hd            (4.35)

And For the reciprocating pump type, where the flow rate in such pump can be calculated from the 
next equation  
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Q=SvLN=Sv x           (4.36)

Sv: area of the piston, L: stroke distance, N: no of strokes per seconds 

And for the hydraulic power output is:  P==      (4.37)
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5. Solution Approach   

     5.1 Reductant Storage Tanks 

5.1.1 Size of the Tank 

        The size of the tanks are market driven and based on factors like travelling distances, fuel and 
consumption rate. In countries where there are a few reductant filling stations, or might be not well 
distributed on the road network. Here the volume of the tank is the main factor. For trucks in that 
scenario, there is a need to increase the reductant capacity. Therefore, in this thesis the main work 
was directed to increase the reductant capacity on a truck by adding a second tank onto the chassis 
and consequently increase the range of the truck. Shown below in Figure 5.1 a case of two identical 
tanks with a volume of 68 liters, those were used in this thesis. 

                                   Figure 5.1 Show Scania 68l reductant tank

    5.2 Side Mounted Dual Tanks  

    There are two common configurations in case of having dual tanks on chassis which the 
manufacture may need to use according to the limitation and depending on the chassis 
configuration. This is one of the points that have been taking into consideration in this thesis and 
has been limited to this, although it is possible to put the tank anywhere on the truck chassis.  
.

       Figure 5.2 In parallel to the axles                         Figure 5.3 In series on same side

     5.3 Tank position 

5.3.1 Factors Affecting Tank Position 

Due to truck owners usually prioritizing to max out on fuel capacity, there is very limited 
space to place secondary tank figures 5.3, 5.4. For practical and safety reasons the space between 
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tanks and the surrounding components should also be considered. In addition to that the connecting 
hoses length, bending and all the fittings which needed in the connection, also the heating system 
of the connecting hoses in cold weather condition since it will face freezing inside the hoses.             

Figure 5.4 Left: Opposite side installation. Right: Series installation same side.

      5.4 Tank Filling  

In case of refilling a tank there is a need to have ventilation point. Ventilation is a must for the 
transferring process as well in order to replace the transferred liquid with an amount of air 
(inbreathing) and vent the air from the discharge tank (out breathing). This can be done by adapting 
the existing ventilation ports in both secondary tanks to vent the amount of the air that is replaced 
by the reductant added. The plastic material of the tanks, can easily cope with the ventilation 
technique. 

      5.5 Venting Requirements 

While transferring the reductant from the second tank to the first tank the air inside the first 
tank which is displaced by the transferred liquid and must be vented [19], to not causing a 
backpressure which may cause inflation to the tank. Then, there is a must to have a suitable 
ventilation in the secondary and the primary tanks that allows the in- and out- breathing. That is in 
addition to the squeezing problem that will appear if the ventilation in the secondary tank was not 
sufficient in corresponding to the pump flow rate (i.e. venting port diameter is less than the 
required). The venting port diameter must not be less than the liquid inlet or discharge or it will 
cause load on the used pump. Since the pump in this case will subjected to flow stop case with 
insufficient inlet air volume inside secondary tank and insufficient discharged air volume from 
primary tank [19], [20] during transferring process.      

5.5.1 Inbreathing-Outbreathing Venting port  

When the pump is running the tanks need to have air enter to the tank (inbreathing) to let the pump 
work without any loads due to vacuum which will happen during the suction [14]. This port must 
be at the top of the secondary or primary tanks to be protected from the reductant splash (main 
cause of the blocked venting) during truck moving, and also providing atmospheric pressure on the 
surface of the liquid which in case of out breathing it is opposite inbreathing process because the 
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out breathing process purpose is to relief the air from the primary tank to avoid over pressure 
during reductant discharging.  The venting ports will have at least an inner diameter of 8 mm. If the 
venting path hose is fixed to the venting port especially at the secondary tank, this venting path 
tube (hose) must not be flexible material (elastic), because it will affect the pump suction if it is 
partially blocked. Since the pump needs continuous inbreathing flow (air), so this venting path tube 
can be a main cause to stop the flow if any type of pump is used.[19], [21]. 

5.5.2 Blocked Venting Scenario 

The transferring process is depending on the inlet or outlet air from both tanks, and any stop for 
mechanism due to any problem in venting ports will be a load on the pump [21]. Blocked venting is 
one of these problems which happen due to different causes as shown next table. 

Table 5.1 Venting Blocking Type, results, Issues and solution  

Venting - 
blocking type 

Results Issues Solution 

Fully blocked  
venting
(primary or 
secondary)

An overpressure in primary 
tank. 
Vacuum creation inside 
secondary tank. 
Pump stops.    

Flexib le venting tube. 
Clogging due to 
contamination by any dirt 
Due to reductant 
crystallization inside the 
vent tube or at the entrance 
of the vent port in hot 
conditions.  

Using nonflexible venting 
tube. 
Transferring process once 
a week will help in clean 
the venting tube. 

Partially blocked 
venting
(primary or 
secondary)

An overpressure in 
primary.  
Vacuum creation inside 
secondary tank. 
Overload on the pump. 
Damage to any electrical 
pump. 
Delay in the transferring.    

Clogging due to reductant 
freezing inside the vent tube 
or at venting ports in cold 
climate. 
Dirt. 
Reductant crystallizat ion     

Using nonflexible venting 
tube. 
Protect the venting tube 
end from any formed 
crystals due to freezing or 
crystallization or d irt. 

      5.6 Separated Filling Ports 

When having two tanks, one of the possible scenarios is that the drivers may need to fill only 
one tank and not both. Therefore by using completely separated tanks with separated filling ports, 
this is easily solvable. The disadvantage is however, that the driver needs to fill two tanks, if 
needed by manually moving the station reductant filling pistol between the two separate filling 
ports. The separated filling ports will keep the possibility to use the station pump capacity for fast 
filling. Generally, the station pump capacity has average of 30 liters/min which is an effective way 
to obtain fast fill in case of using separated filling ports as shown in the calculations below.  
Then the total filling time in case of dual tanks can be calculated as the following: 
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Ttf =              (5.1)

Where, 
QSP: Station pump capacity L/minute    
Ttf: Total filling time for dual tanks in minutes 
Tt: Filling time for one tank 
Filling time = 68/30 L/min= 2.3 minutes with average pump capacity 30 L per min  
Filling time for dual tanks equal in volume within the allowable time (2-3) minute/each tank. 
Total filling time = approximately 2.3*2= 4.6 minutes for fully dual tanks equal in volume, So both 
dual tanks equal in volume takes approximately 4.5 to 5 minutes in total to be full.  
According to these above calculation there is an advantage to use this pump capacity to fill double 
tank.                                   

5.7 Transferring Working Conditions 

In the truck which has dual tanks installation there are various working conditions those should 
be categorized according to their effect on the transferring system as follo wing: 

5.7.1 Hot Conditions  

In hot conditions the reductant tends to quickly form urea crystals [22], [23], because it is 
subjected to an ambient temperature up to 40 °C. The dissolving time of the crystallization should 
be calculated in case the crystals are formed at the discharge end or in the suction side. These 
conditions happen during summer season and in the hot countries. This is the main cause of 
clogging problem which is a big challenge when selecting the pump. 

5.7.2 Cold Conditions  

When the truck is exposed to very cold conditions in cold countries, it can lead to freeze the 
reductant. If the truck has been stationary for more than two days the reductant inside the dual 
tanks are frozen solid and need to be thawed by using a thawing cycle to produce enough reductant 
in liquid phase in order to be ready for injecting into the exhaust flow. These cold conditions have 
been taken into consideration in the solution as shown in the flow chart. 

5.7.3 Running Conditions  

When the truck is running in cold conditions, there is a must to control the temperature of the 
reductant inside both tanks to keep it in liquid phase. That is to make the pump finish the 
transferring without any difficulties. In addition, when the tanks has a low volume of reductant 
(less than 20% when travelling in steep uphill or downhill), the acceleration or deceleration will 
cause inertia force effected the liquid in both tanks as shown in section 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. 

      5.8 Operating Temperature Range  

The reductant starts to freeze at -11°C while the maximum temperature which should not pass 
approximately 55°C, This range has been taken into account to especially in the cold starting in 
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cold climate to  transferring the reductant. However, further work needed in monitoring the level of 
liquid reductant during thawing process.    

      5.9 Reductant Cycle inside the Dual Tanks  

The reductant inside the tanks will follow a cycle starting from the filling of the tanks at the 
station to the filling point again passing through storing in tanks, freezing, thawing, consumption 
and transferring as shown below in Figure 5.5. This cycle is based on the following factors:  

Time  
Temperature range  

The effect of both two factors has been taken into account in this project since the scenario which 
reductant inside dual tanks will pass the following life cycle: 

Figure 5.5 Reductant Life cycle in the dual tanks. 

5.9.1 Clogging Issue 

The chemical composition of this reductant still have relatively high rate of crystal growth [22], 
[23] that makes this reductant has a creeping behavior and easy to form crystals especially in hot 
weather conditions.  

     5.9.1.1 Reducatnt Crystal Growth  

     Some factors might affect the crystal growth mechanism of this reductant (e.g., impurities, 
temperature, chemical composition and the contact surface material) [22], [23], [24], which makes 
the control of the crystallization complicated. That is because the presence of many variable factors 
affecting the reductant life cycle inside the dual tanks. Formation of crystals including impurities at 
hot conditions inside the discharge end might cause undesired clogging. That is considered one of 
the main issues facing the transferring system, and has been covered in experimental work chapter 
7.

       5.10 Pump Selection  

        The challenge to select a pump which can deal with all previous conditions (section 5.7 & 5.8) 
has been considered in this thesis. However, the real challenge is while a pump can working 
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perfectly in a certain condition (e.g., hot weather) may face some difficulties for other conditions 
(e.g., cold climate) which cannot be neglected. Therefore, the selection of a pump can cover all the 
condition was a complicated part. So it has been decided to  base the selection  on the worst 
common scenarios among all conditions side by side with the required criteria which shown below.  

Robustness (minimum of service) 
Cost 
Low maintenance 
Long service life 

There are some additional requirements have considered in the pump selection as well, and these 
are mentioned in next section 

5.11 Pump Requirements 

 Depending on the selected pump the following requirements should be considered in the solution.  
Source of power supply  
Timing control 
Insulation in winter  
Heating control in cold starting and during cold climate  
Capable to overcome negative pressure produced by inertia of the liquid inside tanks 
Operating temperature range (-10 °C  to 55 °C )  

In addition to that, the pump might face the following cases: 
Clogging (at discharge end or at solenoid valve (inlet and outlet ports). 
Excess heat during heating the pump body during cold climate.  
Difficulty in movement of any metallic moving parts part inside the pump, which may be 
affected by transferring a cold reductant at (-10 °C) especially in the cold starting. 

      5.12 Air Operated Diaphragm Pump 

A type of positive displacement pump[16] which known by membrane or pneumatic 
diaphragm pump which is consisting of a chamber with a fixed volume controlled by check valves  
and reciprocating moving rod which allow the compressed air to enter to the chamber at the back 
side of the diaphragm to make suction and discharge in a reciprocating mechanism.  
In this pump the compressed air works as the source of the power to operate the pump [4], [25].  

      5.13 Air Operated Double Diaphragm (AODD) Pump  

This pump is using separated double chambers, each has its own diaphragm which is made 
from especial type of rubber e.g., PTEF (Teflon) [4], [26]. And works in reciprocating action 
producing double strokes suction compression at the same time. The volume of the chamber is 
fixed and can be calculated by determining the area of the diaphragm multiplying by the stroke 
length and the pump flow rate can be determined by knowing the speed of moving diaphragm. The 
flow rate can be increased by increasing the number of strokes per minute as shown below.  
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Figure 5.6 Above) Air operated double diaphragm pump, Bottom) Basic construction.

5.13.1 Air Operated Double Diaphragm Pump Types

There are multi geometrical shape including the pumps body and the position of the inlet and outlet 
ports and the muffler geometry [4], [25] for the whole the pump parts depending on the 
manufacturer. 
To suite the wide range of application based on user requirements as following: 

Box Style pump (As shown blow in Figure 5.7) 
This type has a compact size for the pump body to can include the chambers within the pump body 
shaping a box style and that supports an easy installation fits various type of surfaces.  

Drum style pump 
This type of pump is fixed at the top of the drum to transfer the liquid from the drum.  
These pumps can be a Non-metallic body made from special material as following: 

PVDF 
Polypropylene 
Conductive Nylon

                                      
                                          Figure 5.7 Box Style diaphragm pump.

Ball Check valve 

Air distribution valve  

Discharge fluid port 

Inlet fluid port 

Diaphragm 2 

Fluid chamber 2 
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Diaphragms  

Air chamber 1 
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5.13.2 Pump Diaphragm Materials 

The diaphragm material is very important to the pump lifetime[, because the diaphragm is the part 
that acts as a piston and making the strokes by controlling the volume of the chamber in 
reciprocating actions to produce the strokes suction and pumping[4],[25] 
The material of the diaphragm depending on the following factors: 

Chemical and physical properties 
Temperature range 
Working conditions 

The materials of the diaphragm [4], [29] can be one of the following: 

EPDM (ethylene-propylene-diene monomer)  
Temperature range: -40 °C to 98 °C
Capable to work with extremely cold fluid.  
Resistant to acid and alkaline. 

Viton (Flouropolymer) 
Temperature range: -20 °C to 120 °C
Excellent with aggressive fluid and halogenated solvents.  
Capable to work with high temperature fluid.  

SANTOPRENE (Cross-linking polymer of EPDM rubber and polypropylene) 
Temperature range: -23 °C to 107 °C
Excellent with aggressive materials.  
Resistant to acid and alkaline. 
Capable to work with high temperature fluid.  

Teflon (PTFE – Polytetrafluoroethylene) 
Temperature range: 4 °C to 100 °C
Excellent with highly aggressive materials.  
Long lifetime comparing with other materials.  

5.13.3 Check Valve Types 

The check valves uses are essential part inside any diaphragm pump to control the volume inside 
the chamber by allowing the fluid to move in one direction and prevent any return for the liquid 
during one stroke (suction or pumping). Each chamber need 2 check valve valves and in case of 
double diaphragm pump 4 ball check valves are in use to maintain 2 strokes at same time by the 
reciprocating action figures 5.6, 5.7. 

      5.13.3.1 Ball Check Valve  

     This type valves using movable free balls made of various types of materials based on the 
application and service life. The material of the ball check valve components can be Polyurethane, 
EPDM, Nitrile rubber (Buna-N) or Teflon (PTFE). The material of the ball valve has impact on the 
noise level during its operation. The valve seat or ball itself can be coated by rubber (e.g., EPDM, 
Teflon) [30] to reduce the noise during its operation as previous research mentioned. Also EPDM 
material has a long service life [29], [30]. The ball check valves in the selected pump will be rubber 
coated for ball or for the valve seat to reduce the noise as shown in figure 5.8. 
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Figure 5.8 Ball check valve

5.13.3.2 Flat (disk) check valve 

This type using a disk moving at specific angle based on the viscosity of the fluid, and suction 
head. And the required flow rate, it is increasing 10-12 % in the volume of the stroke comparing 
with ball valve [4], [28].   

     5.14 Pump Calculation

5.14.1 Diaphragm Effective Area    

Volume of the stroke depending on the diaphragm effective area multiply by the displacement of 
this diaphragm[4],[25] as shown in figure 5.9 
The Swept volume to make on full stroke calculated as following: 

  Vs= AEdia * L                                                                                                                   (5.2)                               

Where, Vs is the swept volume, AEdia is the effective area of the diaphragm, L is the displacement.

Effective area of the diaphragm area can be calculated as following:     

AEdia =                 (5.3)

Rubber coated valve seat Rubber coated ball 
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Figure 5.9 The effective diaphragm area.

5.14.2 Total Head of the Pump

The pump in suction lift case figure 5.10 the total head will be as following:

Ht= + Zdi - Zsuc + Hlos +HLodi

Where:  density of the fluid, Pdi is the discharge tank surface pressure, Psu is suction tank surface  
Pressure, Zdi is Static discharge head: static suction head, Hlos is head loss in suction side.  
HLodi: Head loss in discharge side [4], [16]. 

Figure 5.10 pump in suction left case.

5.14.3 Air Calculation 

The storage volume for a compressed gas can be calculated using Boyle's Law 

Pc Vc = Pa Va                                                                                                                (5.4)

To can calculate the free air from the compressed air pressure as shown:
cu.ft. comp. air X (psig + 14.7) = cu.ft. Free air x 14.7       
Where, 
Pa = atmospheric pressure (14.7 psia) 
Va = volume of free air at atmospheric pressure (cubic feet) 
Pc = compressed air pressure (psig+14.7) 
Vc = volume of the gas at compressed pressure (cubic feet) 
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5.14.4 Volume of Free Air inside Air Tank 

The amount of free air at atmospheric pressure in a given volume as cylinder storage can be 
calculated by reforming (5.4) as following: 

Va = Pc Vc / Pa               (5.5)

5.14.5 Polytropic Compression Process   

An isothermal process must occur very slowly to keep the temperature of the air constant. At The 
adiabatic process there is no flow of energy in or out of the system. In practice most expansion and 
compression processes are Polytropic and can be represented by using PVT as shown below   
PVT relation in case of Polytropic Compression expressed by: 

                                                                                             (5.6)

K= Polytropic index, in case of air= 1.4 and  in Kelvin, P in bar 

5.14.6 Air Operated Double Diaphragm Pump Characteristics    

Air-operated diaphragm pumps have various advantages [4], [25], [26], [27], [28] compared with 
other pumps. Simplicity of the design since this pump features the simplest design also its 
mechanism is isolated from the pumped fluid, unlike an impeller pump in which the fluid moves 
through the mechanism and contact the parts surface. 

Capability of running dry due to no use of motor which will minimize the risk of damage to 
the equipment.  
Fewer moving parts since the mechanism includes the fewest moving parts of any pump on 
which prevent the pump to wear and breakdown 
Self-priming-Air-operated diaphragm pumps deliver dry priming capability in most suction 
lift scenarios. 
This pump can deal with the load which is objected to the pump due to inertia force 
especially in case of inclined plane uphill or downhill, and the resistance force due to 
clogging at the discharge end or the suction hoses.  
Anti freezing due to non metallic body structure. And rubber diagram and valve materials 
which has wide range and capable to dealing with extremely cold fluid   
Low shear since the moving part don’t contact the fluid, that make it ideal for transferring 
wide range of viscous liquid as slurry.  
Variable flow rate by controlling the flow rate by regulating the compressed air through 
regulator for the pump air inlet, pump also controls the gallon-per-minute (gpm) flow rate. 
By increasing diameter of the pipes produce faster movement of liquid.  
Deadheading since it operated by   air pressure, it can be deadheaded without damage, 
unlike an electric centrifugal pump.  
Maintenance free during the service life. 

     5.15 Level Monitoring 

To maintain accurate measuring for the liquid volume inside a tank, some points should taking 
into account. These are: 
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Tank Geometry:
       Due to the tank orientation can be vertically or horizontally constructed. 

Operating Temperature Range:  
the reductant is subject to ambient temperature range that effected the physical 
properties since the temperature change including the freezing  and thawing issues    
Nature of the Liquid Inside the Tank:
 Based on the chemical nature of the reductant, it forms crystals which can cover any 
type dry surfaces.  
Working Condition (static and dynamic):
 During truck moving the volume of the reductant in liquid phase is subjected to 
acceleration and deceleration during moving (dynamic) and at stationary case (static) 
also during uphill or downhill while moving or stopping. 
Accuracy of the Measuring:
The range of error must be acceptable in case need to precise measurement for the 
volume level which will convert to mass in grams unit.  
Time Response to the Level Change :
Time response is one of the main factors effecting the measuring in case of transferring 
the reductant between two tanks.   
Allowable Service Lifetime:
The expected lifetime of the level sensor must be known and fit the specification 
(lifetime) of the whole system, including the calibration.  

These entire factors can be used to set criteria for the tank manufacturer to select a suitable 
reductant level gauging tool to be the optimum method for level monitoring.  

     5.16 Volume Level Sensors 

Measuring the volume level in the tank by using level indicators (sensors) can also estimate the 
volume by measuring the liquid weight in some special cases when the ambient temperature with 
the density values is measured [31] as well. This technique can be used as volume estimator. Also 
the resolution of the sensor it is important inside the system in case of having low dosing amount 
by gram or milliliter which is needed in this thesis. One more requirement is the sensor should be a 
CAN based type to be able to handle the data of the volume level by the control unit (ECU).   In the 
previous installation see chapter 3.1.2 there is difficulties to control the volume with only one level 
sensor due to uncontrollable flow between non equal tanks size. 

5.16.1 Level Sensor Types  

1) Infrared Level Sensor 
This type of sensor is using LED infra red transmitter and receiver. However it has good 

accuracy and sensitivity [31], [32], the sensor can be affected by dirt or crystal and consequently 
lowering its sensitivity and accuracy.

2) Ultrasonic Level Sensor 
Sound can be used as a measuring tool by using its traveling time in different medium via 

transmitted sound wave and the received sound waves. In another words, ultrasonic sensors has the 
ability to generate sound in a different frequency range[32], and then measuring the time laps of the 
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received sound wave by using a transducer to create the sound and sense the echo. As shown in 
Figure 5.11 

Figure 5.11 Schematic of ultrasonic sensor.

There are some factors that affect on the measuring technique of this sensor [32], [33]. Therefore, 
manufacture must consider them before select this sensor as a level measuring tool as listed below.  

Temperature 
Medium absorbency (dust, steam) 
Medium type 
Pressure 
Medium stratification 
Vacuum 
Reflectivity of material 

5.16.2 Electromagnetic Level Sensor with Floater 

This type of sensor is a combination of mechanical part and electromagnetic part which consists of 
magnetic floater and magnetic probe with multi switches (high resolution) or few switches (low 
resolution) [32], [33].  

Measuring principle: 

The indication of the level inside the tank can be measured by check the floater position at any 
point on the probe by checking the opposite switch to know the accurate height. Every switch has 
its volume value. By also avoiding any type of harnesses inside the tank with may contact the 
liquid by placing all the switches inside the probe [31].  
By producing more safety with robustness comparing with other sensor which is always in need a 
regular calibration to keep on its accuracy  
Since the double tanks may follow a possible scenario which will make no use for the pump and 
hoses and the secondary tank for a period long to 10 days, it can cause a problem of crystals at the 
hot weather. So in the solution a controllable transferring process will be used based on the level 
sensor. In the solution the CAN based level sensor can be used in a programmed to calculate the 
transferred amount to the primary and the consumed amount which pumped to the dosing unit.  
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       5.16.2.1 Advantages of Electromagnetic Floater Sensor 

      The electromagnetic level sensor with floater has some advantages comparing with other types 
of sensors [31], [32].   

good accuracy 
Robustness 
Long service life 
The electrical connections are not in contact with liquid  
Maintenance free 
Simplicity 

      5.16.2.2 Disadvantages of Electromagnetic Floater Sensor 

It has slightly bigger size comparing with other types of sensors. 
Difficulties in the measuring in case of freezing with partially thawed tank. 

5.16.3 Flow Indicator  

In the final solution, beside the main function of the level senor to measure the reductant level 
inside the tanks.  It also has been designed to work as flow sensor to check if the pump working 
correctly or no, that will give the ECU data to calculate and control the whole system and 
considering the fail-safe as well. That working when the ECU calculates the change in the volume 
level in both secondary and primary tanks. That has been done by calculating the switches in the 
level sensor probe, which equivalent a certain amount of the reductant in approximately 2 liters. 
And in case there is no change in the volume (increased) in the primary tank and (reduced) in the 
secondary tank that means there is no flow, and then ECU will stop dc compressor which will stop 
the pump. 

     5.17 Possible Scenarios for Dual Tanks  

     The dual tanks may go through possible scenarios during the service life, which have been taken 
into consideration in the solution as shown below: 

Both tanks are full after leaving refilling 
station, pump OFF  

100% volume in primary tank and 20% 
volume in secondary tank, pump OFF  
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      5.18 Reductant Consumption   

For Euro 6 standard the reductant consumption will reach to the 6% by volume of diesel.  
By following the load-dosing method, which depending on the load on the engine, it will be 
maximum reductant consumption at the maximum load and minimum at minimum load.  
Reductant consumption calculation for a case study, by considering travelling duration and the 
weight of the cargo based on (Scania Transport Laboratory). The average gross weight of each rig 
is 37 tons and 32 tons returning, average fuel consumption of 26 liters/100 kilometers normal 
driving, and the total traveling distance 360,000 kilometers/year.  

5.18.1 Reductant Consumption with one Tank 

Reductant consumption with 6% by diesel volume can be calculated as following: 
Reductant consumption= 26/100 km x 0.06=1.56 liters/100km  
With 60 liters net reductant tank  
The total coverage distance by 60 liters tank is 
60 x 0.98 /1.56 liters = 37.69 x 100 km = 3769 km (continuous traveling) 
And by deducing the weekends from the entire year's days then 261 daily traveling working days 
and an annual traveling distance of 360,000 km will be considered as shown below.  

20% volume in primary tank and 20% 
volume in secondary tank, pump ON     

20% volume in primary tank and  2% 
volume in secondary tank, pump OFF     

100 % volume in primary tank and  2% 
volume in secondary tank, pump OFF      
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 While without the weekends deduction it will be as following: 

The daily driving average distance = 986.3 Km 
Trucks Driving Speed limit allowed on road =80 km/h  
Daily Driving time = daily average distance/driving speed limit =  12.3 hours  
Truck shutdown time = the whole day - actual running time 
                                   = 24 hours – 12.3 hours = 11.7 hours  
In case of the daily travelling without deduction of the weekends the total consumption will be  
Estimated total consumption time for primary tank 60L  91.74 hours  3.8 days   
In case of the daily traveling after weekend's deduction the total consumption time will be  

Estimated total consumption time for primary tank 60L  66 hours  2.7 days 

 And since one of the possible scenarios is the driver may refill only one tank so the secondary tank 
will be not in use as for a period of time as shown below: 
Estimated total time for no use secondary tank=  
(Estimated total consumption time for primary tank x 2) + Stationary time (engine off) = 
 3.8*2 + x days = 10 days without use (approximately) 

The Expected working times for the pump with regular daily traveling distance 986 km with speed 
limit of 80km/h is: 
Approximately 1time/week, in case of total duration 25 minutes to finish the transferring process 
including the flushing process.

       5.19 Pump Life Cycle Cost Analysis 

Any system using a pump it needs to estimate the life cycle cost [34] as a tool to minimize 
waste and increasing energy efficiency. That aiming for a sustainable operation for the life time 
design. Life cycle cost analysis for a pump Shown below:

PLCC = Cic + Cino + Ce +Cm + Cs + Cdsp+ Crc+Clos  
PLCC = Pump Life Cycle Cost 
Cic= initial costs, purchase price, system (pneumatic pump, hoses, valves, air tank, mini dc  
         Compressor) 
Cino= installation cost and Operation costs (labor cost, testing, piping connections, electrical   
          Connections, testing and training) 
Ce= energy costs (predicted cost for system operation (pump life, controls) 
Cmn=maintenance (predictive and protective maintenance cost)+emergency cost  
Cs= down time costs (loss of production)  
Cdsp= disposal costs (including restoration of the local environment) 
Crc= repairing cost (unpredicted repair cost)  
Clos=losses due to unpredicted stop 
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6. Solution Implementation 

       6.1 Solution Overview  

The use of an air operated diaphragm (AODD) pump with the flushing concept seen in section 
5.5 to deal with freezing and clogging problems will be the main key in system of transferring the 
reductant from secondary to primary tank. The pneumatic pump is the selected pump, to deal with 
the transfer of reductant together with a CAN based level sensor to control the transfer system by 
using the ECU make the system automatic regardless the driver's control. This is one of the criteria 
which have been mentioned earlier in section 2.4  

      6.2 Solution Strategy 

The solution will follow the strategy (Figure 6.1) which is based on level measuring and 
transferring. To control the amount of the reductant inside the two tanks refilling the primary tank 
when it reaches a certain level and keep the transferring system component clean by flushing it 
after every transfer process, even if the driver switched off the engine during the transferring 
process, the compressed air inside the air tank will operate the pump to flush itself as shown the 
next sections.    

Figure 6.1 strategy of the Solution.

   6.3 Level Monitoring-Transferring System Components 

   The components including the pneumatic circuit and the other components shown in figure 6.2 
has been list as following:    

Air operated double diaphragm pump with (PVDF) body and (EPDM) diaphragm 3/8" 
inlet port and 3/8" outlet port.    
Double tanks (primary and secondary with ventilation ports (8 mm).  
Mini dc compressor produces minimum 50 L/minute (Power source to the pneumatic 
pump).   
Suction hose with 8 mm inner diameter from modified pickup unit in secondary tank to 
NC 3 way solenoid valve and from the 3 way valve to the AODD pump.   
Discharge hose from pump to secondary hose with 8 mm inner diameter. 
NC 3 way air solenoid valve 1/8''  
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NC 3-way solenoid valve 3/8'' stainless steel, PVC or PVDF body with air filter 
installed  to the third port 
Compact compressed air tank with pressure switch and air filter regulator (2 to 4 bar) 
and pressure gauge at the outlet port and non return valve at inlet port of the tank.    
Air hoses with diameter 1/8" from the dc compressor to the air tank and from tank to 
air operated pump 
Compact heat exchanger attached to the silencer 

                    
Figure 6.2 Schematic of the volume level measuring and transfer system. 

     6.4 Transferring System    

Working Principle 
Since the pump is using compressed air as a source of power, the solution combined the 

control of the compressed air as well as the transferring of reductant to control the concepts with 
transferring and level measuring processes.  

6.4.1 Modified Pickup Unit

The modified pickup is the current Scania serial pickup but with the suction pipe enlargened to and 
ID of 8 mm due to it is being contacted with the inlet heating coil and also the direction of heating 
liquid will be opposite to the reductant flow direction to have maximum heat exchange See figure 
6.3

                 Figure 6.3 Modifications with current Scania pickup.
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6.4.2 Pneumatic Circuit Control  

The main part in the pneumatic circuit is a mini dc compressor with average capacity 50 L/min the 
air will be stored in a tank positioned on the chassis. A non return valve will prevent the load on the 
compressor and the pressure switch will prevent the over pressure inside the tank. An air filter 
regulator will maintain the maximum air pressure depending on the pneumatic pump required 
operating pressure  

The air operated pump can be directly connected to air tank by air hoses with 1/8'' diameter.  
Some trucks are working in a cold weather condition (5.7.2), and for such trucks to be capable to 
work, the AODD pump will use a warm-up concept (described in section 6.5). This concept will be 
applied on the pneumatic system during cold weather conditions. In this case the system will be 
having 3 additional components to be installed before the pump, starting with Y connect ion (3 way 
pneumatic connector) after the air tank which connects the compressed air to an heat exchanger and 
to the 3-way air solenoid valve which is fixed at the last point before the pump as shown in figures 
6.3 and 6.4.

                Figure 6.4 Schematic of pneumatic circuit for the air operated pump on a truck.   

6.4.3 Pump Control  

This pump is easy to be controlled just by adjusting the air pressure supply via a pressure regulator 
and by increasing the air pressure then flow rate will be increased. Decreasing the pressure will 
decrease the flow rate with no need to another component to control it.  

6.4.4 Valves Control 

In the whole transfer system there are only two solenoid valves controlled by the ECU, both are 
NC (normal close) 3 way solenoid valves, one for the pneumatic circuit connected to outlet of the 
tank  and also to the heat exchanger. The other valve is to control the reductant transferring process 
and the flushing at the end of each run. The valve of the reductant transfer should be made from 
recommended materials (2.7.3.1). 

6.4.4 Mini Dc Compressor Control  

A mini dc compressor will be the producer of the compressed air then the air will be stored in 
compact high pressure tank which will be controlled by the ECU as shown in Figure 6.6 
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      6.5 Flushing Concept 

Since the system will work in different conditions (cold and hot weather), after every 
transferring process, the system components (pump chambers and hoses) will be emptied from 
reductant by running for 60 seconds sucking air at atmospheric pressure to enter the pump through 
air filter which attached to the third port in the 3-way valve. This port will be closed during the 
transferring the reductant as shown in figures 6.4 and 6.5 

Figure 6.5 a) System during reductant transferring process.

Figure 6.5 b) System during reductant flushing process.

       6.6 Reductant Transfer Temperature Control 

The aim of controlling the reductant temperature is to keep the reductant in liquid phase during 
traveling. In addition to that, the reductant in liquid phase also will be ready at any time during the 
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truck traveling to be pumped by the transferring system. In cold climate when the ambient 
temperature reaches -30 °C. The only challenge when the truck become in stationary case in such 
low temperature for 48 hours continuously (e.g., during off-days).     

6.6.1 System Control In Hot Conditions 

When the level of the reductant inside the primary tank becomes 20% (since at this level the 
refilling massage at the cluster panel in case of one tank), then ECU will order the compressor start 
at the same time both NC solenoid valves will open. The air solenoid valve will let the compressed 
air operate the pump for the desired time 21 minutes if the secondary tank full and 20 minutes in 
primary tank and secondary tank volume level is , based on secondary and primary volume 
level sensors ECU will control the pump to start and stop. The reductant valve will be opened to let 
the reductant to be pumped from the secondary pickup unit in the secondary tank to the primary 
tank. The duration of the flow indication will be 4 minutes as operating time for the compressor. 
Then ECU will check if the floater gives a new reading (reductant level increased in the primary 
tank and decreased in the secondary tank). This condition confirms that the transferring process is 
running correctly. If not, this means there is no flow and the ECU will order reductant solenoid 
valve to be de-energized (closed) and run compressor 60 seconds to flush the system component. 
But if the level sensor changes its position (increased in primary and decreased in secondary) the 
ECU will be waiting for another signal from the level sensor in the primary tank when it reaches its 
maximum level, or the level sensor reaches to 2 % inside the secondary tank. Beside another 3 
cases 3 cases the ECU will flush the system then shut-off the compressor, as shown in the 
following table 6.1, to avoid any remaining reductant inside the hoses or the pump.  

Status  Action 
100% level  in the primary tank Flush then stop 
2% level in the secondary tank Flush then stop 
No flow inside primary (stationary floater) Flush then stop 

No suction from secondary tank (stationary floater) Flush then stop 
Engine switched off Stop then Flush  
20 to 25 minutes compressor timer Flush then stop 

                                          
Table 6.1 The 5 cases to stop the transferring process

There is only one condition to start the transferring system that happens when the level sensor 
inside primary tank reaches to certain levels as shown in table 5.2. 
Both tables show the status of stop and run the transferring system which will be applied in both 
the hot and cold conditions. If any of these 5 cases happened first then the system flush it-self then 
stop. 

Table 6.2 Shows the only case to start the transferring process

Status  Action Duration [min] 

20%primary tank(summer) 
27% primary tank(winter) 

Start transferring 
system  

Related to pump capacity (2 – 3.7)  l/min   
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6.6.2 System Control in Cold Conditions 

When the level of the reductant inside the primary tank becomes 27% the control unit will check 
the reductant temperature inside the tank, and if it was -11 °C (frozen tanks) it will wait certain 
time for thawing (truck working without reductant). Then it will start transferring when the 
reductant level inside the primary tank reaches 7%. That is to give time to consume the 20% of the 
reductant inside the primary tank see 5.8.2 and 5.8.3. To be able to combine working in cold 
conditions and in hot conditions some points should be taken into account (e.g., the ambient 
temperature, thawing time of both dual frozen tanks, reductant consumption rate). In this solution 
the based parameter will be the time with reductant consumption rate with a fixed ambient 
temperature as starting point for the cold conditions operation which including the concept of 
(warming up pump) shown in the next section.   

       6.6.2.1 Considered Points in Cold Control 

Since there is allowable time without dosing when the engine started in the winter, it turns out 
that the maximum load of a starting engine (i.e., 1st and 2nd gear shifts) will not affect the amount 
of the reductant in the primary tank (no consumption). As the reductant consumption related to 
diesel consumption as shown in section 5.22 

      6.7 Warming AODD Pump Concept  

This concept will be working during the cold conditions up to ambient temperature -30 °C to 
do the following: 

To dry the compressed air from any moisture (that may pass the air filter regulator) to 
avoid any freezing at pump silencer 
To keep the pneumatic pump warm during transferring and flushing processes     

 That will keep the pump flow rate at the desired range without any reduction in the discharged 
mass flow. 

Working principle: 
By keeping the NC 3 way air solenoid valve de-energized (which will be energize only 

during hot conditions) to let the warm air pass to the pump at cold conditions (-11 to -30 C) by 
using a compact heat exchanger (dryer) figure 5.6 fixed to the truck silencer to warm up the 
compressed air which comes from the air tank, then compressed air leave the heat exchanger at the 
desired temperature Td = 50 to 60 °C to operate the pump with warm air. After the warm 
compressed air has operated the pump it leaves the pump special muffler (horizontally mounted 
shown in figure 5.8 (to the right) also warm the pump outer body (PVDF) to keep it warm 
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Figure 6.6 A Model of Heat exchanger (dryer) to be installed on a Truck silencer. 

Compressed air in Compressed air out 
TA= 60 C

Figure 6.7

Figure 6.8
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     6.8 Level Monitoring and Transferring System 

The whole system will be under control of the ECU and working as shown in figures 6.6 and 
6.7 including both flush and warming up the air operated pump concepts. 

6.8.1 Logic Flowchart Working Description     

As shown in figures 6.2 and logic flowchart Figure 6.7. When the level sensor inside the primary 
tank (7) reaches 27% during cold weather or 7% during hot weather then ECU give order to open 
the 3 way air solenoid valve (3) and close the port which comes from heat exchanger during 
summer or not open the 3 way valve (3) during cold weather so the compressed air will exit from 
the compact air tank and pass through the compact heat exchanger (4) to operate the pump and 
warm it up  (inside and outside) during cold weather at the same time 3 way valve (5) of the 
reductant will be energize (open) then. When the secondary level sensor reach to 2% or no flow the 
system will flush itself and if the system is working correctly the ECU will keep running the pump 
that will keep the system under control of ECU. 

Figure 6.9 Schematic of system components including the electrical connections.

Table 6.1 Show the system components specification

   System component  Specifications 
Compressor capacity  50 l/min at max Air Pressure 7 bar 
Air tank  Max pressure 15 bar 
Non return valve  Max inlet pressure 10 bar 

Venting  

Air filter 
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3-way pneumatic valve   ports  size 1/4'' 
3-way valve for reductant  ports size 3-8'' 
Air hoses Diameter  1/4'' 

With EPDM lining. 
Pressure regulator  Port size 1/4'', outlet pressure 3 bar 

with maximum inlet pressure 10 bar 
Pressure switch  Operating pressure 7 bar 
Compact heat exchanger  Outlet temperature TAO=60 °C 

   Figure 6.10 Flushing process by reusing the pump exhaust in cold and hot conditions.

Figure 6.11 Dual tanks with the transferring system components. 

Pump silencer  

Re-use of Pump exhaust in 
flushing process in cold and hot 
condition instead of the air filter   

Pump silencer    
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7. Experimental work 

     7.1 Aim of experimental work 

The aim of the experimental work is to validate the proposed solution of using an air operated 
pump to transfer the reductant and dealing with clogging issue and freezing problem by measuring 
the flow rate of the pump and measuring the level inside both tanks and to validate the flush 
concept which has been described in section 5.5. 
The air operated pump, hoses in case of clogging and also the changing of pump position in both 
cold condition and hot conditions has been tested. By changing the pressure of the compressed air 
between of 2.6 to 4 bar the minimum air consumption which is capable to overcome clogging 
located at discharge end or at pickup pipe filter at 2.6 bar. That is the minimum air pressure that 
can operate the tested pump. The pressure is then increased to 3 and then finally to 4 bar in order to 
compare the flow rate at constant diameter of air hoses to the pump. This is to find the proper air 
pressure which gives optimum air consumption with giving enough reductant flow which must be 
more than the maximum reductant consumption at the maximum load which pumped to the dosing 
unit. By measuring the flow rate of the pump and hoses, during the procedure the diameter of the 
hoses from secondary tanks to pump (suction) and from pump to tank (discharge) has been 
optimized. 

7.1.1 The Experimental Setup  

  The system components: 
Air operated double diaphragm (AODD). 
Air source with variable pressure regulator range (2-4) bar 
Compressed air tank 
NC Air solenoid valve with diameter 1/8'' 
Air hoses from tank to valve and from valve to pump 
90° straight Elbow, 90° long radius elbow with diameter 3/8" 
Hoses for suction and discharge connecting the pump and valve with dual tanks. 
NC 3-way Solenoid valve with 3/8 "ports 

Figure 7.1 Prototype setup Left: air solenoid valve with air hose. Right: Prototype including 
the 3- way valve and air filter. 
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  7.2 The experimental work parts 

  The experimental work has been divided into 3 parts as following: 
Test the system at hot conditions. See section 5.7.1  
Test the system at cold conditions. See section 5.7.2 
Prototype validation  

7.2.1 Validation of Prototype  

The concept of transferring reductant between tanks together with verifying the cond itions stated in 
chapter 5, and has been tested by constructing a Prototype to validate the solution. The pick-up unit 
was modified (See section 6.5) in order to increase reductant discharged mass and in turn reduce 
the total transfer time to the primary tank. Different diameter for the inlet pipe and for the 
discharge fitting was also tested Figures 7.13 and 7.14. 

Figure 7.2 Prototype components during test. 

 7.3 Effect of the clogging on the pump 

     When using two tanks, the secondary tank might unused for a longer period of time (4 –10 days) 
depending on the reductant consumption which has been shown in the previous section (5.22.1). 
Tests performed were: 

The effect of increasing the diameter of the inlet pipe in secondary tank from 6-8 mm.  
The effect of changing the discharge diameter from 6 to 8 mm.  
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     7.4 Flushing Concept 

After every transferring process any remaining reductant inside the hoses and the pump should 
be flushed completely as shown in section 6.5 
That will result in: 
The reductant will be removed from the pump chambers and hoses which will avoid any freezing 
issues with these components (winter conditions) and to avoid any crystals being formed (summer 
conditions). This also eliminates the need to heat both hoses and pump subsequent ly. 
Flushing process will use the pneumatic pump and the 2 solenoid valves in the way that makes the 
pump clean itself by flushing the reductant by making it run dry for 60 seconds.     
That done by using NC 3 way solenoid valves which will be closed after every delivery time to 
prevent any amount of reductant to be in contact with pump chambers.  
Experimental results for the flushing concept has shown that it is efficient method to clean the 
hoses and pumps chamber by using the pump itself figure (7.23, 7.24, 7.27)  

7.4.1 Effect of Hot Conditions on Pump 

When the ambient temperature increases there is a risk that any small amount of remaining 
reductant inside pumps chambers or discharge end or valves or in the hoses will be crystallized.

7.4.2 Effect of Clogging on Pump Discharge 

After every transfer  process the pump, secondary tank and hoses will remain without working for 
range of 4 to10 days which will be the main cause of two problems which are clogging and 
freezing, especially the clogging which form on the pump or hoses  

7.4.3 Measuring Reductant Level during Transferring Process 

After 4 minutes continuous working, the pump will be able to transfer approximately  
1.78 [l/min] x 4 minutes = 7 liters at T=20°C to be added to the primary tank. 
As described in section 4.19.3, that equalize to 3 switches on the level sensor, because it need 
approximately at least 2 liters in case of 80l tank to give a new reading, Then the ECU based on the 
floater as a flow indicator. That has been tested in the prototype section (7.8). 
By using the next formula to estimate the new volume inside the primary as following:  

Vfinal =Vcurrent +Vadded                                                                                                                (7.1)

Where, Vfinal  is the total reductant volume inside the primary tank, Vcurrent  is the volume inside 
primary tank before transferring, Vadded  is the volume which has been transferred by the pump, and 
has been reduced from the secondary tank.  

7.4.4 Effect of Clogging on Pump Mechanism 

This air operated pump has 2 chambers working in 2 strokes suction and discharge which will build 
up vacuum depending on the chambers volume. Described in Theory chapter 3 
A test has been made to verify that the pump can overcome any clogging. To test the clogging, tool 
(clogging adjuster) figure 6.4 which equivalent to the clogging percentage in real has been used. 
The clogging in range from (20% of internal diameter till 90% at the inlet and discharge ends has 
been tried.  
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7.3.2 Effect of Clogging at Pickup Pipe End  

The crystals which have been formed causing clogging at the end of pick up pipe to test this 
effect clogging equivalent adjuster has been used in this test to give the equivalent for the 
continuous clogging to reach the worst case which shown below. 
This clogging equivalent adjuster used to equivalent clogging at the inlet end and discharge so at 
2.6 bar 8 mm inlet pick up end fixed to the present 6 mm pickup pipe. I have got the following:  
When clogging reach 90% at the inlet pickup end due to crystals and it will happen after every 
transfer even with flush concept because we will transfer all the amount of AdBlue inside the 
secondary tank due to that all the remaining reductant will become crystals in the inlet. The results 
shows that the clogging ate discharge hose end produced less volume flow rate than at the pickup 
hose as shown in figures (7.5 and 7.6) 

Figures 7.3 Clogging after 10 days.

Figure 7.4 Equivalent Clogging.
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Figure 7.5 Shows volume flow rate vs. clogging at entrance of suction pipe at air 
pressure 2.6 and 3 bar.

The clogging which formed at the suction side has been tested at the lower air pressure 2.6 and 3 
bar which can be economically use when reach to implementation and the maximum air pressure 
was 4 bar only to see the difference on the pump operation and on flow rate as well.  

Figure 7.6 Shows volume flow rate vs. clogging at discharge end with air pressure 2.6 and 3 bar. 
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      7.5 Thawing and Transferring Test 

The secondary tank has put in the freeze cell for 60 hours at -20 °C then the tank has been 
connected to the regular thawing cycle for 30 minutes then the thawed reductant have been 
transferred by using an air operated the pump and hoses without any heating for the pump or hoses 
to see the effect of the flow and pump mechanism. The thawing time has been reduced than the 
Scania standards limits to represent a scenario which is less time and lower liquid amount as shown 
in figure 7.8(Appendix).  

Figure 7.7 Shows test setup of starting transferring after thawing for 30 minutes.

7.5.1 Operation During Winter 

The Possible scenarios which have been considered in thawing transfer: 
At Stationary case: 
After 2 days at -20 °C there and causes freezing for the tank. 
In case the primary tank volume level reaches  
In this case the pump operated to deliver the 12 liters. Pump will follow 2 working conditions 
as following:   

Operation during winter: cold weather at ambient temperature -11 °C
Operation during the rest of the year T  -5 °C

As shown in figure 7.9 the results from transferring reductant at -9 °C, and the pump running 
without warming concept.  
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Figure 7.8 Discharged mass vs. time during thawing- transferring with flush concept. 

In the upper graph  shown average mass flow rate =315 g/min at the first cycle with air pressure 3 
bar it  with totally discharge 1100 g after 192 seconds.  

Figure 7.9 (A) show the discharged mass vs. time at 3 bar & 3.5 bar for thawing and 
transferring without flush concept. 

From the second cycle the avarage mass flow rate at 3 bar was 295 g/min and when the air pressure 
increaded to 3.5 the mass flow rate increased to 396 g/min when the 6 mm suction pipe in the 
current pickup unit has been used, but the estimated mass flow rate in case of 6 mm suction pipe is 
1650 g/min. That show the reduction in the discharged mass equal to 1355 g/min.   

6
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Figure 7.9 (B) Show discharged mass vs. time during thawing- transferring with flush concept at 
1st and without flush at 2nd cycle  

As shown in the upper graph at the second cycle the flow rate reduced by 20g/min which means 
that this pump has a metal moving part which has been affected by clod liquid at (-9 °C) 

7.6 Effect of Geometrical Shape on the Flow Loss 

Two types of discharge and inlet fitting has been tested to check this effect. The following 
figure showing the different geometrical shapes for both discharge ends and inlet fitting that have 
been used in the experimental work. 

Figure 7.10 show the different type of discharge end (elbow) with inlet and outlet fitting 
which has been used in the prototype

The following graphs showing the measurements when set 2 different ends(fitting) at the 
discharge hose end fixed at the upper point of  primary tank.  
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Figure 7.11 Discharged mass at 2.6 bar with 90° long elbow 8 mm at discharge end. 

The mass flow rate average 32 g/sec when air pressure 2.6 bar when using the 90° long elbow 
at the end of the discharge hose that showing the effect of this long elbow on the discharge it make 
the flow more smooth and increased the mass flow rate as it will shown in Figure 7.12  
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Figure 7.12 Discharged mass verses time at 2.6 bar with and without 90° long elbow 8 mm at 
discharge end. 
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7.7 Comparison between Different discharge End Fittings  

The difference in mass flow rate through the discharge end fitting has been tested by using 2 
types of the fitting fixed at end of discharge hose and operate the pump with constant air pressure 
2.6 bar and the results has shown in the graph below which show the discharged mass flow rate 
when 90° long elbow & 90° straight elbow tested separately to show the effect on the flow.  
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Figure 7.13 Show the discharged mass verses time with using 90° long elbow and 90° strait elbow 
with air pressure 2.6 bar 

The results in the upper graph showed that at the case of 90° long elbow increased mass rate to 
1947 g/min while produced 1710 g/min at constant air pressure 2.6 bar as well.  

7.8 Results of using 3-way Valve 

The 3 way valve has been used to control the transferring and flushing process. It is fixed 
between the pump and out let of the pickup unit. The test results showed discharged mass in case of 
using this valve in the system by increasing the valve inlet port from 6 to 8 mm to see the effect on 
the flow and the following graph showing the results.  
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Figure 7.14 The effect of inlet diameter of the 3 way valve on the discharged mass vs. time.

As shown in figure 7.14 when 8 mm inlet port installed to the 3 way valve produced 
discharged mass with value 1440 g/min and in case using the 6 mm inlet produced less discharged 
mass with value 1100 g/min.  
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Figure 7.15 Discharged mass with using 90° long elbow at 3&4 bar with real hose. 
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Figure 7.16 Comparison of the discharged mass with different elbow at 2.6, 3 & 4 bar. 

Figure 7.17 Comparison of discharged mass with and without 90° long elbow 6 & 8 mm. 
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Figure 7.18 Comparison of discharged mass with the modified pickup unit and pump position up 
and down.

Figure 7.19 Experimental setup of the prototype.

7.9 Prototype Testing Results  

The prototype shown in the picture below consists of two containers representing the actual 
tanks and two level sensors and pneumatic pump connected to the air valve with compressed air 
source adapted by pressure regulator with the range of 2- 4 bar and connected to the 3 way valve 
fixed after the outlet of the modified pickup unit and before the pump inlet and hose from the 
secondary modified pickup unit.  
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Figure 7.20 Experimental set up of the prototype.

Figure 7.21 (A) pump closer from secondary with longer discharge hose (8mm), (B) pump in 
middle of double tanks, (C) primary level sensor with discharge 90 long elbow (8 mm), (D) 

3way solenoid valve (8mm) inlet port with air filter connected to modified pick unit in 
secondary. 
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Figure 7.22 show primary volume level percentage with air operated pump at 4 bar. 

Upper figure shows the primary level percentage when pump operated with air pressure 4 bar  
       which produced higher discharge with value 34.5 ml/s 

Figure 7.23 Shows the flushing in case of primary tank full and pump at 4 bar. 
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Figure 7.24 Shows 3-way valve with 6 mm inlet and pump pressure 3 bar 2nd cycle after 
pervious flushing with 12 seconds self priming.

Figure 7.25 Shows the volume percentage inside primary and pump at 4 bar with 8 mm valve 
inlet 

This upper graph shows when the pump start working with primary tank 20 % volume, then 
the flush concept start at 92% for 60 sec then the pump stopped again.  
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Figure 7.26 The secondary level sensor with 8 mm valve inlet with 4 bar including flush  
concept. 
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8. Discussion and conclusion 

In this thesis the installation of dual reductant tanks on a truck chassis has been thoroughly 
covered. This solution is based on the criteria stated in section 2.3.3 to find a proper way to transfer 
the reductant and to measure the level inside the dual tanks. Previously, the solution that has been 
implemented (pipe connected both tanks from bottom, electrically operated pump) will face some 
difficulties to fit all the needed specifications. The main aim for this work is to find a proper 
solution that can tackle such difficulties. At the same time, this solution must overcome some other 
problems that may rise up during work in different conditions such as in cold and/or hot weather.  

Freezing and clogging are two main issues which have been in focus in this work. The air 
operated double diaphragm pump (AODD) has been tested to transfer the reductant from secondary 
tank to primary tank with CAN based electromagnetic floater sensors. A concept solution has been 
tested by setting up a prototype for the whole system including transferring and level monitoring. 
In the experimental work part, the effect of the thawed and transferred reductant on the pump parts 
and the flow rate has been tested. Moreover, the effect of the clogging at the discharge end and 
inside suction hose and the effect of the cold liquid on a pneumatic pump has been tested. 

8.1 The Solution vs. other Solutions 

The implemented solution in this work has been compared with other previous solutions  that 
have been proposed earlier. (Table 8.1) 

Table 8.1 list of the other solutions
.

Solution Solution Main key
Pipe located at the bottom of the tank  Hydrostatic pressure of the 

liquid  
Electrically operated pump Electric current 
Pneumatic pump  Compressed air  

Pressurized tank Compressed air 

8.1.1 Pipe Connecting Tanks from Bottom. 

As explained in chapter 3 connecting tanks from the bottom is not an efficient method to 
transfer the reductant between dual tanks during cold weather (freezing case). That is due to 
complication to control the transfer during thawing process. Some zones inside both tanks remain 
in a solid phase during the thawing time and apparently it requires enough time to be thawed 
completely by using heating cycle. If the tank was partially thawed at the entrance of the 
connecting pipe, it might impede the flow or even stop it completely. Therefore, the solidified 
reductant inside the tanks must be completely melted out. Moreover, the problem of air pocket 
inside the pipe, which may occur in such gravity driven system, will be that main reason to stop the 
flow. Finally, the worst scenario can happen in case of uphill or downhill travelling with low liquid 
level inside the tanks. Figures 4.4 & 4.5  
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8.1.2 Electrically Operated Pump 

The nature of reductant and the life cycle inside the dual tanks might lead to a problem due to no 
use condition. During the operating conditions the electric pump might be facing challenges. 
Although the electrically operated pump has some advantages, the disadvantages of an electric 
pump reductant between the dual tanks are described below. 

If the truck has been remaining stationary a longer period of time, the internal clogging of the 
outlets can cause the electric pump to overload when trying to build up pressure. In addition to the 
need of a heating cycle during the cold weather conditions when the liquid reductant is transferred 
at (-11 to -5 °C) and that will increase the total cost.    

      8.2 Pneumatic pump results Analysis   

The experimental results analysis including issues shown in sections 5.7.2 and 5.9.1 have been 
tested with pneumatic pump as following: 

8.2.1 Clogging Test Results Analysis  

Because of crystallization of the reductant, it will cause clogging as described in section 5.9. The 
problem of clogging will be one of the main causes to damage the electrical pump over time and 
section 3.3.2, that happen due to overheating caused by first start after 10 days dry pump, this 
repeatedly action will affect the insulation of the motor[32]. If the reductant is contaminated with 
any impurities that might pass through the screen filter at entrance of the suction pipe, it may cause 
strong clogging as well. As the secondary tank, hoses and pump might remain without using for 4 
to 10 days.  
Therefore, the pneumatic pump has been tested with clogging in a range of 20% to 90% at the 
discharge end (high possibility) and at the suction side including the valve entrance. 
The results showed that the AODD pump not only can tackle this clogging, even if it reached 90%, 
but also overcome such clogging within 1-2 minutes. At 90% clogging the pump will slow down its 
reciprocating mechanism to discharge the amount of the reductant through the available cross 
section. This action will cause clogging erosion overtime as shown in section 5.9.1.1 and 7.3.2 and 
figures (7.5 and 7.6) 

8.2.2 Analysis of Cold Liquid Effect on the Pump 

When the reductant temperature get closer to the eutectic temperature (-11 °C), the results showed 
the mass flow rate will be decreased from 1947 g/min to 295 g/min at 3 bar air pressure and to 396 
g/min at 3.5 bar as shown in figure 7.10. This reduction in the flow is a result of the reduction in 
the speed of the reciprocating moving parts which leads to fewer strokes per minute. The 
conclusion of these results is that the tested pump does not have the proper materials, which can 
handle such low temperature range. Particularly, any metallic part that is used to distribute and 
control the air inside the pump and the material of the diaphragm, is not tolerated to transfer a 
liquid at such low temperature range (-11 °C). These results lead to select the air operated pump 
which has non metallic parts with the recommended materials for the pump body and pump 
diaphragms which are capable to work in such temperature as shown in section 5.13.1, 5.13.2 and 
5.13.3.
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Another observation from the experimental work is that the air pressure increases as the mass 
flow rate increases which shown in Figure 7.10. For that reason, the pneumatic circuit has been 
taken this point into account. If the pump slows down during transferring cold liquid, the air 
pressure inside air tank will raise the level that the pump can handle to the maximum allowable 
pressure 7 bar. Since the volume of the compact tank relative to the rate of the air consumption, the 
pressure will increase as the pump air consumption rate is reduced. At this point the pressure 
regulator will prevent the pump to work over maximum pressure and pressure switch in the tank 
will stop the compressor when it reaches its maximum pressure. 

      8.3 Modified pickup unit Results Analysis 

As shown in section 6.5, by increasing the suction pipe inner diameter from 6 mm to 8 mm 
since the 3/8" is the maximum diameter for the suction pipe in the pickup unit without confliction 
with other parts in the pickup unit with the other parts (the floater and the heating-coil). This has 
increased the discharged mass flow rate at the same air pressure 2.6 bar from 1520 g/min to 1947 
g/min. This gives the possibility to increase the discharge end diameter to 8 mm instead of 6 mm at 
the top of the primary tank. The modified pick up unit has been tested with using the 90° straight 6 
mm diameter elbow at end of discharge hose. As a result, the mass flow rate becomes 1710 g/min 
as shown in figure 7.18. And when it was replaced with 90° long elbow with 8 mm diameter the 
discharged mass flow rate increased to 1947 g/min at the same pressure (2.6 bar). That means when 
an 8 mm, 90° long radius elbow has been fixed at the end of the discharge hose, the flow becomes 
smoother. When the pressure increased to 3 bar, the discharged mass increased to 2430 g/min as 
shown in figures 7.16 and 7.17 using the same elbow inner diameter (8 mm). Consequently, the 
discharged mass was increased to 2880 g/min when the pressure increased to 4 bar.  

8.4 Flush Concept Results Analysis  

Flushing the pump and hoses after each transfer process for 60 seconds has been tested in the 
experimental work and has been successfully prevented the freezing of the remaining reductant and 
clogging in cold and hot weather conditions respectively. With this concept, the installation cost 
will be reduced in comparing to the current installation which uses heating system during the 
transfer in cold weather conditions. The pump is valid to flush the remaining reductant from the 
pump chambers and hoses. By making the compressor working for 60 seconds to let the remaining 
reductant between the valve and the suction hoses draw down. Therefore, the weight of the liquid 
in the vertical pipe of the pickup unit (figure 6.6) is heavier than the weight of the liquid in the 
horizontal hose which connect the pickup unit with the 3-way valve. Finally, the 3-way valve will 
close and the compressor keeps working for 60 seconds to flush the whole system components.  

8.4.1. Flushing while Engine is Off 

In this solution the flushing also will automatically work even if the engine is switched off 
during reductant transferring as shown in figures (6.4 and 6.6). That is based on difference in 
pressure between the air tank and the pneumatic pump air consumption. That can be done by using 
NC 3-way valve which connecting the pump to the heat exchanger and the air tank figure (6.9). 
When the engine is switched off the compressed air inside the air tank and the heat exchanger will 
operate the pump to flush its chambers and hose till the pressure inside air tank become less than 
minimum pressure that can operate the pneumatic pump then the pump stop. Since the ECU will 
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stop the dc compressor and system will depend only on the stored compressed air on the air tank to 
flush the system component. This the main cause to reduce the length of the discharge hose by 
move up the pump position figure 6.11.  

      8.5 Warming up Pump Concept Analysis 

This concept works only during cold conditions (ambient temperature < -10 °C) and it keeps 
the pump warm during the transferring process of the cold liquid. That is done by warming up the 
compressed air by passing it through a compact heat exchanger (dryer) attached to the truck 
silencer figures 6.7, 6.8 and leave the heat exchanger with desired temperature TAo = 60 °C to 
warm the air chambers and to prevent any moisture inside the air hoses, pump chambers and inside 
pump muffler during such low ambient temperature.   

       8.6 Pump noise reduction 

During the experimental work it has been observed that one of the reasons that causing the 
noise in the tested pump is the ball check valves. Since the pump have 4 check valves (ball type) 
figures (5.8) and (5.9). It is recommended to choose the ball material from (EPDM rubber coated 
ball or rubber coated seat valve) to reduce the noise during operation.  

8.6.1 Pneumatic Pump Silencer 

Since in cold conditions the pump working at ambient temperature -25 °C, so the modification 
to the pump silencer is to change its place to be installed instead of the air filter in the 3- way valve, 
to providing the following: 

1. To reuse the pump exhaust during the flushing process in both cold and hot condition, since 
air still clean and dry and warm in cold condition.  

However this point still needs further work to reach to the best silencer to give more noise 
reduction side by side with the reuse of pump exhaust reuse function.  

     8.7 Pump Specifications in cold Conditions 

The non metallic pump is required in such conditions and the recommended material of this 
pump components are EPDM or VITON for the diaphragms, PVDF for the pump body, EPDM 
rubber-coated ball for the ball check valves, and valves seat from PVDF or EPDM. The air   
distribution parts must not be metallic. It is recommended to be Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) 
or PVDF and the O rings from EPDM, since the reductant might be transferred at -9 °C and at 
ambient temperature reaches to -25 °C. And the air hoses is recommended to be heat-resistant 
materials (e.g., EPDM lining) to be able to deal with warm air (60 °C) that out from heat exchanger 
during cold weather condition.  

     8.8 CAN Based Electromagnetic Level Sensor Analysis  

This type of sensors is one of the efficient tools to measure the volume level inside the tanks 
with robustness and long service life. Also it provides good accuracy without need for a calibration, 
since part from its mechanism is mechanically depending on a floater, which gives it simplicity 
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with fast response to any change in the reductant level inside the tanks Figure 6.3. Beside that it is 
in the production line today, so no further investment is required. It gives good results to control 
the transferring system and flushing the components in the experimental work as shown in figures 
7.23 7.24 and 7.26.  
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9. Recommendations and Future Work 

In this thesis the main aim was to find a solution to transfer and to monitor the volume of 
reductant inside the tanks. Te secondary aim was to find the proper position for the tanks on the 
truck chassis. Further work could focus on dual tanks position one side mounted and one mounted 
in frame, and to find suitable insulation for the hoses. Optimizing the pump materials might also be 
a good base for a thesis. Also to find concept to not clog the discharge end by preventing 
crystallization when the tank has been standing a long time without using. 
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